Welcome to Q?rius, The Coralyn W. Whitney Science Education Center, a first-of-its-kind interactive and experimental environment. Here you can walk on ancient earth, uncover hidden worlds, decode Mars, and sing like an insect!

EXPLORING BY AREA
Start unlocking your world by exploring any of these areas:

FIRST FLOOR
- **BASECAMP**
  - activities, crafts
- **FIELD**
  - activities, crafts
- **COLLECTION**
  - real artifacts, high resolution microscopes
- **LAB**
  - experiments, presentations
- **THEATER**
  - interactive performances, live webcasts

MEZZANINE
- **STUDIO**
  - computers, workshops
- **LOFT**
  - magazines, relax

EXPLORING BY TOPIC
Got a favorite subject? Look for these icons to help you decide where to begin exploring:

- Physical Anthropology
- Cultural Anthropology
- Botany
- Entomology
- Invertebrate Zoology
- Mineral Sciences
- Paleobiology
- Vertebrate Zoology